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�� Starting from 1933Starting from 1933, , when the when the astronomer astronomer ZwickyZwicky realized that the realized that the 

mass of the luminous matter in the Coma cluster was much smaller mass of the luminous matter in the Coma cluster was much smaller 

than its total mass implied by the motion of cluster member galaxies:than its total mass implied by the motion of cluster member galaxies:

Rotation curves of galaxies
Gravitational lensing

Evidences
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Bullet cluster

Structure formation as deduced from CMB
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W10.1 What W10.1 What do we know about do we know about 

Dark Matter?Dark Matter?
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�Dark Matter requires physics 

beyond the Standard Model



10.2 DM Detection 10.2 DM Detection MethodsMethods
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WIMP Dark WIMP Dark MatterMatter DirectDirect DetectionDetection
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WIMP Dark WIMP Dark MatterMatter DirectDirect DetectionDetection
� Direct detection methods look for interaction of DM particles 

in deep underground detectors. DM is expected to interact only 
with weak coupling, thus easily penetrate through the ground. 

� Background: other CR particles (a part the ν), will be stopped. 

� The detectors are typically filled with target nuclei of iodine, 
germanium, xenon, silicon. These detectors are sensitive in germanium, xenon, silicon. These detectors are sensitive in 
observing weakly interacting particles that recoil off the nuclei. 

� DM particles must be heavy enough to affect the nuclei and 
direct detection is typically in search of WIMP. The dark matter 
particle, χ, is expected to interact with the quarks in the nuclei. 

� If one assumes that WIMPs make up our Galaxy’s halo 

[ρ=0.3(GeV/c2)/cm-3], then the local spatial density would be                       
nχ ∼∼∼∼ 0.003 (Mχ /100 GeV)−1cm−3
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�WIMPs would be moving with velocity v ∼∼∼∼ 200 km/s 

(Earth is rotating with the Sun in our Galaxy!)

�A typical WIMP cross-section for elastic scattering off  quarks for, 

say, the neutralino is σ ∼ 10−41÷36cm2.

�The interaction rate is then (for a 100 MeV WIMP):

∼

∼∼∼∼

R ∼∼∼∼ nχσ v ∼∼∼∼ (0.004 cm−3)(10−36 cm2)(2 × 107 cm/s) ∼∼∼∼10−24 yr−1
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� If  there are 1023M/(Ag) nuclei in the detector, then say for A ∼
100, one expects R ∼∼∼∼ 0.01-1/kg/yr , one event per year per 
kilogram of  the detector material. 

� There are two types of  expected interactions of  the WIMP with 
the nuclei, axial and scalar. These are often referred to as the 
spin-dependent and spin-independent interactions, respectively.

�Experimental results are expressed in terms of  an exclusion plot



� These exclusion plots are usually less constraining both at low WIMP 

mass, due to the low recoil energy, and at high WIMP mass, because 

the number density decreases as nχ ∼ 1/Mχ .

� There are many types of direct search detectors, with the active 

detector types ranging from scintillator, semiconductors and noble 

liquids. 

�Dark matter WIMP 

particles entering the 
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particles entering the 

detector on occasion will 

elastic scatter with the nuclei 

of  the detector, causing it to 

recoil, with the recoil energy 

measured. 



10.3 Background10.3 Background
�Despite the detectors being 

underground, there is still the 

possibility of  background 

particles being present and 

interact with the detector.

�Most direct detection 

Ge spectrum unshielded
underground 
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�Most direct detection 

experiments do a second 

independent measurement of  

the energy deposited by the 

recoil nucleon, such as total 

energy and specific ionization. 

This allows rejection of

background.
Ge spectrum underground with Pb shield 
and purge for Rn
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10.4 10.4 AnnualAnnual modulationmodulation ofof WIMPsWIMPs
� Different approach: infer the presence of DM from annual modulation

�� As the Earth orbits the Sun, it changes its direction in the dark matter As the Earth orbits the Sun, it changes its direction in the dark matter 

halo thus altering the dark matter flux into the detector. This should halo thus altering the dark matter flux into the detector. This should 

then lead to an annual modulation in the detected recoils. then lead to an annual modulation in the detected recoils. 

�� Only one dedicated experiment takes this approach, DAMA, and that Only one dedicated experiment takes this approach, DAMA, and that 

have reported an annual modulationhave reported an annual modulation
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SignalsSignals??
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ExclusionExclusion//SignalSignal regionregion
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10.5 10.5 XenonXenon experiment@LNGSexperiment@LNGS
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Signal simulation

background



SummarySummary forfor DirectDirect SearchesSearches
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10.6 The 10.6 The Indirect Detection of DMIndirect Detection of DM

χ χ

W+

W-

q

� WIMP Annihilation 

Typical final states include heavy  

fermions, gauge or Higgs bosons

�Fragmentation/Decay Annihilation 

products decay and/or fragment into 

combinations of  electrons, protons, 

e+ ν q

p

π0

γ γ

e+

γ

combinations of  electrons, protons, 

deuterium, neutrinos and gamma-rays

�Synchrotron and Inverse 

Compton Relativistic electrons up-

scatter starlight/CMB to MeV-GeV 

energies,  and emit synchrotron photons 

via interactions with magnetic fields



� Neutrinos from annihilations in the 
core of  the Sun (ANTARES, IceCube)

� Gamma Rays from annihilations in the 
galactic halo, near the galactic center, in 
dwarf  galaxies, etc.

�

The Indirect Detection of DMThe Indirect Detection of DM

� Positrons/Antiprotons from 
annihilations throughout the galactic 
halo

� Measured  in space–based detectors: 
Fermi (gammas), PAMELA, AMS 
(antimatter) or in atmospheric 
telescopes: MAGIC, HESS, VERITAS, 
CANGAROO (gammas)



AntimatterAntimatter measuredmeasured byby PAMELA PAMELA --p  p  

Simulation models
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�� PAMELA results are consistent with pure secondary PAMELA results are consistent with pure secondary 

production of production of antiprotonsantiprotons during the propagation of cosmic during the propagation of cosmic 

rays in the galaxyrays in the galaxy



PAMELA: Positron fractionPAMELA: Positron fraction

��((MoskalenkoMoskalenko & & 
Strong 1998) Strong 1998) 

��GALPROP code GALPROP code 

•• Plain diffusion Plain diffusion 
model model 

•• Interstellar spectraInterstellar spectra

�� Explanations*:Explanations*:
�� Dark matter; Dark matter; 

�� Astrophysical processesAstrophysical processes

�� ????

�Rapid climb above 10 GeV 

indicates the presence of a primary 

source of cosmic ray positrons

��SolarSolar

modulationmodulation

effectseffects



The New Cosmic Ray Electron 

Spectrum From ATIC balloon

�In a series of  balloon flights, ATIC 

has measured an excess of  cosmic ray 

electrons between 300 and 800 GeV 

(Nature, Nov. 21, 2008)

�This requires a local source of  

cosmic ray electrons/positrons  

(within ~1 kpc)

�If  we extrapolate the Pamela positron 

fraction up to higher energies, the 

ATIC result approximately matches



HE Positrons from a nearby Pulsars?
�Rapidly spinning (~msec) neutron stars, accelerate electrons to VH energies

�Energies can exceed the pair production threshold

�Very young pulsars (<10,000 years) are typically surrounded by a pulsar wind 

nebula, which can absorb energetic pairs

Two promising candidates:

�Geminga (157 pc away, 370,000 years old)

�B0656+14 (290 pc, 110,000 years)

Geminga B0656+14

Hooper, P. Blasi, P. Serpico, JCAP, arXiv:0810.1527

A few percent of  the total spindown energy is needed in high energy e+e- pairs 



χ

ν

Dark Matter detection with Dark Matter detection with 

a neutrino telescopea neutrino telescope

27/1615-12-'09 Gordon Lim – Searching for Dark Matter with Antares

Detection principle:

� Dark matter consists of relic WIMPs  
created in the early Universe

� These can become gravitationally trapped 
in massive celestial objects like the Sun

� Over time, the WIMP density in the core 
of the object increases. This enhances the 
WIMP annihilation rate significantly, 
resulting in a high energy neutrino flux

� This flux can be measured with a neutrino 
telescope on Earth, e.g. Antares νµ

µ

γc

θc = 42º



ConclusionsConclusions

�� There There are impressive experimental efforts by are impressive experimental efforts by 
many groups around the world to detect the dark many groups around the world to detect the dark 
matter: matter: DAMA, DAMA, CoGeNTCoGeNT, CRESST, CDMS, , CRESST, CDMS, 
XENON,…, Fermi, PAMELA, etc.XENON,…, Fermi, PAMELA, etc.XENON,…, Fermi, PAMELA, etc.XENON,…, Fermi, PAMELA, etc.

�� The The presentpresent experimentalexperimental situation situation isis veryvery
excitingexciting..

�� AndAnd, besides, the LHC is , besides, the LHC is workingworking

�� Stay Stay tunedtuned !!
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